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Abstract

Several different prediction methods to estimate the broadband shock associated noise of a

supersonic jet are introduced and compared with experimental data at various test conditions.

The nozzle geometries considered for comparison include a convergent and a convergent-

divergent nozzle, both axisymmetric. Capabilities and limitations of prediction methods in

incorporating the two nozzle geometries, flight effect, and temperature effect are discussed.

Predicted noise field shows the best agreement for a convergent nozzle geometry under static

conditions. Predicted results for nozzles in flight show larger discrepancies from data and more
dependable flight data are required for further comparison. Qualitative effects of jet tempera-

ture, as observed in experiment, are reproduced in predicted results.
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Introduction

One of the technical challenges for the future HSCT (High Speed Civil Transport) is reduc-

ing the jet noise to meet the current federal noise regulation (FAR 36, Stage 3). To meet these

stricter noise rules the acoustic performance has to be included at the preliminary design stage.

It is very critical, therefore, that the key parameters governing the noise generation mechanism
be identified and that a reliable noise prediction methodology be developed.

Among three components of a supersonic jet noise (i.e., turbulence mixing noise, broadband

shock associated noise and screech tones) the broadband shock associated noise is considered to

be the dominant noise component in a certain directional and spectral range at a typical takeoff

condition and can be a significant contributor to the overall noise level. Experimental observa-

tions indicate that the amplitude of this shock noise is largely determined by the dynamic condi-
tions at the nozzle exit and also that the generation mechanism is distinct from that of the

turbulence mixing noise. It may not be unrealistic, therefore, to separately deal with each com-

ponent of supersonic jet noise for the purpose of understanding the noise generation process and

thus predicting and reducing the total radiated noise. The paper presented herein surveys cur-
rent shock noise prediction methods which provide a direct assessment of the broadband shock

associated noise field. After a brief description of these prediction methods both qualitative and

quantitative shock noise characteristics predicted by the methods are compared with available

experimental results. The prediction capabilities of each method in terms of incorporating the

effect of temperature, flight effect and different nozzle geometries are also investigated. It

should be noted that the noise prediction formulas introduced here only compute the shock noise

field while reported experimental results present the total noise field. Thus the comparison is

made in ranges where the shock noise is known to be dominant over the turbulence mixing noise.

The emphasis of the work presented herein is to compare and evaluate the existing shock noise

prediction methods and thus to suggest future desirable directions. An extensive review on the

subject may be found in a paper by Tam. 1

Shock Noise Generation Mechanism_ Characteristics and Models

The mechanism of the generation of the broadband shock noise is generally believed to be

due to the interaction between the fluctuating turbulence structures embedded in the convecting

jet plume and the quasi-periodic shock cell structure. When a supersonic jet is imperfectly

expanded the pressure mismatch at the nozzle exit is adjusted by means of compression and

expansion waves. Successive reflections of these waves at the jet boundary as they propagate

downstream produce a quasi-periodic shock cell system which interacts with the convecting
turbulence structures to emit wavelike disturbances radiating to the far field. The magnitude

and the spectral content of the noise field depend on interference patterns among the emitted
disturbances.

The distinctive features of the broadband _hock associated noise for choked _ets were identi-
fied by Harper-Bourne and Fisher's experiment and further confirmed by Tanna for wider

range of operating conditions. According to their results the intensity of the shock associated

noise appears to be principally a function of the jet pressure ratio, and the dependence on either

the emission angle or the jet temperature is minimal. This shock associated noise is dominant
over the turbulence mixing noise in the forward quadrant region and characterized by a rela-

tively broadband nature with a well-defined peak. The frequency of this peak varies with the

observer angle in the manner of a Doppler shift and is also governed by the turbulence convec-
tion speed and the shock cell spacing. Tam and Tanna 4 observed similar characteristics for
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convergent-divergentnozzlegeometry and showed the shock noisereductionpotentialofthe

convergent-divergentnozzleover a wide envelopeof off-designoperatingconditions.

Based on observed features of the shock noise, Harper-Bourne and Fisher 2 characterized the

dependence of the shock noise intensity on the jet pressure ratio by a shock strength parameter
/_ such that

I _ /_4 (I)

where fl = (M 2.- 1) I/2 and M. is the fully expanded jet Mach number. The agreement of thisJ
formula with experimental resJts is excellent for /_ < 1 but beyond this range it overestimates

the noise intensity. With regard to this limitation of the formula Seiner and Norum s observed

that a Mach disk begins to form for larger shock strength parameter and both the downstream

shock cell strength and shock cell noise eventually diminish with the appearance of strong imbed-
ded shocks. The value of the shock strength parameter at which this nonlinear variation of the

shock noise intensity begins depends on the nozzle operating conditions. By extending Powell's
model 6 for the analysis of screech tones Harper-Bourne and Fisher 2 proposed a point source

array model where the acoustic energy source is located at the end of each shock cell and the

relative phasing between the sources is correlated by the spacing and the convection speed of
turbulent eddies between them. This model results in a peak frequency formula for the broad-
band shock noise given by

fp = U c /[L(I + M c cos 0)] (2)

where U c is the convection speed of turbulent eddies, L is the average shock cell spacing, 0 is

the observer angle with respect to the inlet axis, and M c = Uc/ao0 with aoo denoting the
ambient speed of sound. Similar formulas for the noise intensity and the peak frequency were

later derived by Tam and Tanna 4 for the convergent-divergent nozzle geometries and are given
by

I a(Mj2- M2d)2 (3)

fp = Uc /[L( 1 + Mc cos 0)] (4)

where M d is the design Mach number and Uc is the convection speed of large turbulence
structures. For a choked nozzle where the design Mach number is equal to unity the Harper-

Bourne and Fisher's intensity formula is reproduced from these formulas. It should be noted,

however, that Tam and Tanna's formula has been derived from the proposal that the broadband
shock noise is generated by the weak interaction between the quasi-periodic shock cells and the

downstream propagating large scale turbulence structures in the mixing layer of the jet. The

agreement of Harper-Bourne and Fisher's and Tam and Tanna's formula, although they are built
on different generation mechanism, appears to be due to the fact that both models describe the

noise generated by the coherent scattering of sound sources. What is more instructional from
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thesetwo modelsis that keyparametersof the turbulencestructuresand theshockcell system
associatedwith the broadbandshocknoisehavebeenidentifiedandwidelystudied.

Theshocknoiseformulaof Tam andTannais basedon the vortexsheetshockcellmodelof
Pack7whichassumesthat the mixing layeris thin and thuscanbemodelledby a vortexsheet.
While thisapproximationis valid in the vicinity of thenozzleexit it is not accurateto compute
the shockstructureasthejet spreadsdownstream.A multiplescalesshockcellmodeldeveloped
by Tam, Jackson_andSeiners accounts for the spreading of the mean flow and the shock cell

structure is represented by a superposition of the wave guide modes of the jet flow. The pre-

dicted results, such as the shock cell spacing and the peak frequency, appear to be in better

agreement with experimental results.

The shock noise generation mechanism proposed by Tam and Tanna was further elaborated
in Tam's stochastic model theory. 9 In this model the large turbulence structures are represented

by a superposition of the intrinsic instability waves of the mean flow of the jet. Combined with

the multiple scales shock cell model the theory predicts both the near and the far field noise

spectra.

Shock Noise Prediction Formulas

The broadband shock associated noise prediction methods presented here are based on

either Harper-Bourne and Fisher's model, Tam's stochastic model or are empirically based ones.

(1) Harper-Bourne and Fisher's Prediction Formula (HBF_ Ref. 2)

Harper-Bourne and Fisher's point source array model leads to the following formulas for

the sound power spectral density at an observer position (R, 0):

= Co(R, )
_ N-(i+l)

1 + 2(N-i)
i=I N .=o I LI l.Mccos

COS _'-_C

(5)

_si ffi
(6)

where N corresponds to the number of shock cells, L 1 is the first shock cell spacing, and AL

accounts for the unequal shock cell spacing by the formula, L n = L 1 - (n - 1)AL. Harper-
Bourne and Fisher found L 1 = 1.31 _D, AL -- 0.06 L 1 from their choked jet experiment. GO

and C i in Eq. (5) correspond to the "group source spectrum * and *group average correlation
coefficient" respectively and have been determined by Harper-Bourne and Fisher through a

study of the choked jet noise spectra. The 1/3 octave band sound pressure level is then com-

puted by integrating the pressure spectrum over the bandwidth:

SPL(fc) = ff:Gp df (7)



where fc, fl, f2 correspond to the center, lower limit, and upper limit frequency of the band-
width.

(2) General Electric (_GE)_ Prediction Formula (MGB, Ref. 11)

Based on a correlation developed by Deneuville 1° which includes some of the concepts of

Harper-Bourne and Fisher's model, this method predicts the peak sound pressure level (SPLp)
and the peak frequency (fp) for a specific observer position (Rfl) by

SPLp = 152.6 + 40 lOgl0(fl ) + 10 lOglo(Aj/R 2)

+ 10 lOgl0(Dh/Deq ) - 40 1Ogl0 (1 - Mf cos 0) + 10 lOgl0(N/8 ) (8)

V C

(9)
fP ffiL(1 +MccoS 0)

where D h and D e correspond to hydraulic and equivalent diameter and A: is the fully
expanded jet area. _ denotes the flight Mach number, and the average shoc_k cell spacing is

L = 1.1 flDeq. The recommended value for the number of shock cells (N) for conical nozzles
is 8. Using these formulas the sound pressure level at any frequency is then calculated by

SPL(f) = SPLp - 10 loglo(f/fp) , f > fp

SPL(f) = SPLp + 70 lOglO(f/fp), f < fp

(10)

(3) Stone's Prediction Formula 12

This formula is based on the correlation of the empirical data for conical nozzle geometry,

but some of the later findings such as the effect of a Mach disk formation at large shock strength
parameter and C-D nozzle geometry effect have been incorporated. The formula which

calculates the overall sound pressure level at (R, 0) is

OASPL = 162 + 10 log10 P-/PISA o./aISA
[ ]

_ "_J_Zdi /

lOloglo[1- cos(0*oa)]*F(0- 0M) (11)

where ISA represents international standard atmosphere (288 K and 101.3 kPa), 0._ denotes
the apparent angle of attack and 0M is the Mach angle given by 0 M = 180 ° - sin'l(1/Mj). F
is given by

F(0 -0M) =0 for 0_< 0M, F(O -OM) = -0.75 for 0 > 0M
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The 1/3-octave band sound pressure level is then calculated using the relationship in Table 1

where the nondimensional frequency parameter S s is given by

J[ /u}2
(a®)

(12)

where k c is the convection velocity factor (usually 0.7) and a is the turbulence length scale

factor (=0.2). For a convergent nozzle M d = 1.

(4) Tam's Formula for the Noise Power Spectrum

Based on Tam's stochastic model theory the far field noise power spectral density at a

point (R, 0) was obtained by Tam 9 as

S(R,0,f) =
_

X
1 -{(fm/f)-l_ {(l+Mccos0)2/CUc/Uj)2}(L2w/21n2)

__ e

2
ff

m

(13)

where C is an unknown constant and L w is the half-width of Tam's Usimilarity source

modeff and is related to the core length of the jet. Both parameters may be determined by fit-

ting the prediction formula to experimental data. A..j = 7rD_/4 is the area of the fully expanded

jet where the fully expanded jet diameter, Dj is related to the nozzle exit diameter D by the
mass conservation equation as

[i / f/
+ M2] (_+1)/4('y'1)

Dj = _- j Md 1/2

2 (lJ

(14)

7 is the specific heat ratio of the air, a m is the m th root of the zeroth order Bessel function,

and fm is defined by



where km corresponds to the wave number of m th waveguide mode of shock cell structure at

maximum wave amplitude. Note that this equation is equivalent to the peak frequency formula

of Tam and Tanna introduced earlier in this paper.

Equation (13) was further modified by Tam 13 to incorporate the hot jet effect,

s(R,0,0 --
 L2wAj 2 2

1 -T-J)

×
2 2

m--I amJ1 (am)

-{(fro If)-1} 2 {( 1+Mccose)2/(Ue/Uj)2}(L2w/21n2)
e (16)

where c is again a constant equivalent to C in Eq. (13), J1 is the Bessel function of order one,

and the quantity ._2 characterizes the shock cell strength and has been semi-empirically deter-

mined to improve the original shock noise formula (Eq. (13)) to more extended off-design
conditions.

Tam TM also derived a shock noise formula in flight by incorporating the source modification

effect as well as the usual dynamic amplification effect,

S(R,0,0 =

il

 L2wAjX2 2 2,2p_uj

×
2 2

amJl(am)

Mf(]'M_f sin2e)l/2÷c°s# 2 "2"" 2 - .

-{(fra/f)-l} 2 {(I+M¢ _ ) /(u¢/oj) }[Lw/2]n2 )
(1-Mf)(1-Mf sin20) 1/2

e
(17)



where

fm

Uckm/(2_)

Mr( 2 1I/21 - Mf sin20 + cos 0
I+M c

(18)

In these formulas the coordinate system was fixed at the nozzle exit and thus the relative motion

between the source and the observer was not accounted for. Since flight data are measured for

the radiation angle (Or) and distance (Rr) , the equivalent geometric angle (0m) and distance

(Rm) have to be inserted for using these formulas. These quantities are related by

tan0 m = sin0r/(Cos0 r - Mr) and R m = R r sin0r/Sin0 r. Also, the right hand side of Eq. (18) has

to be divided by (1 - Mf cOS0r) to incorporate Doppler frequency shift.

Another formula was obtained by Tam 14 to simulate the flight effect in open wind tunnel

experiment (i.e., free jet) and is given by

4cL2wAj_2 2 2,2pa=uj
S(R, 0, f) :

R 2 f(fDj/Uj)

12 2

m:l O.mJl(Om )

-{(f-ralf)-1} 2 {(1-J.UJa..)iI(UJUj)2i(L2wl21n2)
e

x {[(PT/Po.)(1 - /_sMTaT/a.)2I/_-IIU2/% + 112% 17 sin e} -1
(19)

where fls is the root of the equation

l1 /MT]2j j L T-.j _.MTaT]2 ]-1/2 RT- 1- _ J rSin0

+ /_s 1 - sin 0 /_ - 1 + i cos 0 = 0
(20)
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and

. ra-/ l
J (ZTJl

(21)

1_ = l(RT/r)(a./aw)2/a_ . (1 - RT/r)/(B _ - 1)312lsin 0
(22)

Uck m

fm -- (2.) (23)

a M

and RT, aT, PT correspond to the open wind tunnel radius, speed of sound, and density respec-
tively. In Eqs. (19), (20), and (22) of Tam's original paper, 14 several typographical errors were

found and these were corrected in present paper through a discussion with Tam.

Experimental Data

Nozzle geometries chosen for the comparison include convergent and convergent-divergent,

axisymmetric nozzles. These nozzles have been tested by General Electric (GE) for NASA
Lewis Research Center and test results were reported in Ref. 15. The test data were obtained in

GE's anechoic free jet facility. Reported diameters of the nozzles are 5.094 in. for the conver-

gent nozzle and 5.1 in. for the convergent-divergent nozzle. The acoustic data are corrected to a

distance of 40 ft away from the nozzle exit. The total jet temperature were between 1700 and
1750 R. In order to investigate the flight effect on the noise characteristics the distinction has

to be made between the free jet flight data and the real flight data. Since the real flight data is
rare GE's flight-transformed data has been used for comparison. These data are corrected from

the data measured in the free jet facility by removing refraction and turbulence absorption
effects and incorporating the dynamic effect as well as the Doppler frequency shift. Details of

the correction procedure may be found in Ref. 15. GE's test conditions are close to the design
pressure ratios and thus there are possibilities that some of the noise data may include a sub-

stantial contribution from the turbulence mixing noise, even in the forward quadrant region
where broadband shock associated noise is known to be dominant. When this happens the com-

parison between data and prediction may not be meaningful. To estimate the contribution from

the turbulence mixing noise Stone's mixing noise prediction formula 16 has been adopted and the

results are also included in the comparison. As will be shown later it turned out that the mixing

noise contribution was very substantial for the convergent-divergent nozzle geometry at GE's

test conditions. Accordingly, to validate the prediction formulas for more severe off-design con-

ditions NASA Langley data 17 have been also used. These data were measured at Langley's ane-

choic chamber and microphones were 12 ft away from the nozzle exit. The convergent-divergent

nozzle of which noise data are used here for comparison has the exit diameter of 1.68 in. and
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designpressure ratio of 3.67. Although these data were obtained only for cold jet flow and

static case they appear to be sufficient for the purpose of comparison. To investigate the capa-
bilities of prediction formulas in incorporating temperature effect, Lockheed data18 are used.

These data were obtained at Lockheed's anechoic room and microphones were 12 ft away from

the nozzle exit. Tested nozzle is a convergent nozzle with the exit diameter of 2 in,

Results and Comparison

Having summarized several broadband shock noise prediction formulas and available exper-

imental data what follows next is a comparison of the noise field calculated by these formulas

with data. Spectral densities produced by HBF and Tam's formulas are integrated to convert to

standard 1/3-octave form so that the predictions can be compared with jet noise test data.

(1} Convergent Nozzle i Static Case

Test conditions chosen for the comparison are for the nozzle pressure ratios of 2.87 and 3.32

and results are depicted on Figs. 1 and 2. The 1/3 octave band sound pressure level computed

by each of four formulas is compared with data at observer angles with respect to the inlet axis
of 40 °, 70°, and 1000. In general, with the exception of the angle at 100 °, all four methods

predict the peak frequency reasonably well and the discrepancy in the sound pressure level is

within 5 dB. Tam's formula _enerates a substantial drop right beyond the peak especially at
shallow inlet angles and Tam _ speculates that the unsteady nature of the shock cell structure has

to be accounted for to improve the model. The contribution from the turbulence mixing noise

appears to be far from being negligible at the observer angle of 70 ° and its dominance over the

shock noise is obvious at the observer angle of 100 °. At the low frequency region below the

peak, predicted spectra do not show a good agreement with data. Considering that low fre-

quency region would be dominated by the mixing noise for a full-scale nozzle this doesn't appear

to be a big issue.

C2) Convergent-Divergent Nozzle_ Static Case

Both overexpanded and underexpanded conditions are compared for a convergent-divergent
nozzle for a design pressure ratio of 3.12. Two off-design pressure ratios of 2.87 and 3.31 are

considered and results at the observer angles of 40 °, 70 °, and 1000 are depicted on Figs. 3

and 4. Since MGB and HBF are not directly applicable for the convergent-divergent nozzle

geometry, only Stone's and Tam's formulas are compared with data. Although Tam's formula

provides a good estimate of the peak frequency at the observer angle of 40 ° the noise data is

basically dominated by the turbulence mixing noise at all angles and thus the comparison cannot

produce any meaningful interpretation. It appears that two off-design conditions tested by GE
are relatively small deviations from the design condition so that the contribution of the shock

noise is not strong enough to dominate the noise field, even at shallow observer angles.

As mentioned earlier, data for more severe off-design conditions are available from NASA
Langley test. 17 Depicted on Fig. 5 is the comparison at the observer angle of 45 ° for three dif-

ferent pressure ratios of 2.7, 5.77, and 7.7. The design pressure ratio here is 3.69, and note that

the mixing noise contribution is minimal. Although the agreement is not as good as the con-

vergent nozzle case both formulas show a reasonable agreement with data with the exception of

the substantial drop after the peak in Tam_s prediction. A possible explanation for the better

agreement with the convergent nozzle is that all the prediction methods include some form of

empirical input derived from convergent nozzle data which may not be equally suitable for a dif-
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differentnozzlegeometry.With regardto the peakfrequencyit isobservedthat Tam'sformula
showslittle differenceof peakfrequencybetweenconvergentandconvergent-divergentnozzlesat
thesamepressure ratio and observer angle (compare Fig. l(a) with Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 2(a) with

Fig. 4(a)). Considering that the peak frequency appears to be better predicted by Tam's form-

ula it can be speculated that the design Mach number has little effect on the peak frequency of

the shock noise• On the other hand, Stone's formula produces a large shift of peak frequency for

different nozzle geometries. Since the peak frequency of Stone's formula is directly related to the

nondimensional frequency parameter Ss given by Eq. (12), we suggest M 2. - M_ in Eq. (12) be
changed to M_2. - 1. As depicted on Fig 6 this slight modification providJ a much better agree-j
ment of peak frequency with test data.

(3) Convergent Nozzle; Flight Case

As mentioned earlier GE's test data for the flight case is taken in their free jet facility and

then corrected to simulate the real flight data. These corrected data (flight transformed data)
have been directly compared with predictions. Depicted on Fig. 7 is the comparison for two dif-

ferent pressure ratios of 2.88 and 3.32 at observer angle of 40 ° . The free stream speed is

400 ft/s, which corresponds to the Mach number of 0.35 at the test condition. According to
Fig. 7, MGB and HBF predict the peak frequency and sound pressure level better than Stone

and Tam. Tam underpredicts the peak frequency while Stone overpredicts. Especially at the
pressure ratio of 3.32, Tam's predicted sound pressure level is substantially below the data in

most of the frequency range. At present there is not enough experimental evidence to clarify
these discrepancies and real flight data base is desired• In passing it should be noted that the

flight transformed data are not directly measured data in a real flight situation and the discre-
pancy between the prediction and the data may be possibly attributed to GE's transformation

procedure itself. This speculation appears to be supported by the comparison between Tam's

free jet predictions and the uncorrected free jet data as shown on Fig. 8. For the same pressure
ratios and the observer angle the agreement is much better than previous comparison with the

flight transformed data. Excluding the sudden drop of the level after the peak both the sound

pressure level amplitude and the peak frequency are reasonably predicted. Compared with the

static case both the prediction and the data exhibit a slight decrease of peak frequency and this
• • 20is m agreement with the test results of Brown et al. 19 and Norum and Shearin.

As discussed earlier GE's noise data for the convergent-divergent nozzle geometry is

masked by the turbulence mixing noise at most observer angles and thus any comparison

between the prediction and data cannot be made for the flight case either• It is speculated, how-

ever, that similar characteristics observed in convergent nozzle, flight case will be applied here.

(4) Effect of Temperature

Estimating the effect of the temperature on the shock noise is not straightforward since tur-

bulence mixing noise becomes more dominant as the jet temperature increases. After computing
the mixing noise using Stone's formula it appears that Lockheed's data 18 at the observer angle

of 45 ° has little contribution from mixing noise and thus were used for the investigation of the

temperature effect on the shock noise• These data were obtained for the convergent nozzle,

static conditions. Figure 9 shows comparison of predicted results with Lockheed data at four

different jet temperature ratios of Tj/Too-- 0.623, 0.996, 1.811, and 2•248. Tj and Too are the
fully expanded static jet and the ambient temperatures and the nozzle pressure ratio is fixed at

PR = 4.73. Note that Tj/Too -- 0.623 corresponds to the cold jet case. For cold jet case in
Fig. 9(a), MGB and HBF overestimate the shock noise magnitude while Stone's and Tam's
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predictionsproducea reasonableagreementexceptat thepeakfrequencyregion. This observa-

tion appears to be reversed for hot jet cases as shown in Figs. 9(b), (c), and (d). Here MGB and

HBF show better agreement with data. In order to better understand these inconsistent agree-

ment the temperature effect on the data and predictions was separately plotted in Figs. 10(a)

and (b). From cold jet to hot jet data in Fig. 10(a) the peak frequency as well as the sound
pressure level has increased. The increase of sound pressure level by almost 5 dB is especially

noteworthy since other test results 3'4 showed that the shock noise levels are essentially indepen-

dent of jet temperature. In Ref. 18, Lockheed also developed their own shock noise predictions
which showed a good agreement with both cold and hot jet data. Although their prediction

formulas are basically identical to HBF, slight modifications were made to account for the tem-

perature effect. Figure 10(b) shows the temperature effect predicted by HBF. Here_ the peak

frequency increases from cold to hot jet case but the shock noise levels essentially stay the same.
Similar characteristics are predicted by other prediction formulas.

Summary and Conclusion

This study reviews the current status of broadband shock noise prediction methods. The

shock noise generated by supersonic jets is predicted in formulas by Harper-Bourne and Fisher

(HBF), Stone, General Electric (MGB), and Tam. Test data from GE, NASA Langley, and
Lockheed are used for comparison with predictions. Only data where shock noise clearly domi-

nates other sources such as mixing noise are used. The nozzle geometry selected for the compar-

ison consists of a convergent and convergent-divergent, both axisymmetric, nozzles. Since HBF

and MGB cannot provide direct predictions for the convergent-divergent nozzle geometry only

Stone's and Tam's formulas were compared with corresponding data.

All four prediction formulas give a reasonable agreement with the measured data for the

static, convergent nozzle case except some local, minor differences. Stone's and Tam's predic-

tions for the static, convergent-divergent nozzle case are not as good as the convergent nozzle

predictions. A possible reason for the better agreement with the convergent nozzle is attributed

to empirical inputs in the formulas derived from convergent nozzle data which may not be

equally applicable to a different nozzle geometry.

Predicted spectra for nozzles in flight show larger discrepancies from the flight-simulated
data. This may be in part due to correction procedures applied to the test data measured in the

free jet facility. In general, HBF and MGB were somewhat better in predicting shock noise in

flight. Comparison between Tam's predictions and uncorrected free jet flight data shows much

better agreement.

To investigate the capability of prediction formulas in incorporating the jet temperature

effect, predicted results were compared with Lockheed data and a favorable agreement was
observed.

Summarizing the current capabilities and limitations of the shock noise prediction methods_

most formulas provide a good estimate of shock noise component for an axisymmetric nozzle

geometry under the static condition but extension of the prediction capability to a different

geometry or a flight case is still limited or mostly qualitative. Considering that the candidate

nozzle geometry for the HSCT engine will be a much more complicated one, current formulas

have to be greatly improved to account for various nozzle geometries.
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Theeffectof flight on the shock noise characteristics is another important area for future

research. Current data base for the flight case is mostly obtained from flight simulated facilities

and since the real flight data is very difficult to obtain, a reliable transformation procedure to

convert the flight simulated data into a real flight data has to be developed and verified.

In order to modify or improve empirically derived inputs in current prediction methods,

computational fluid dynamics sheds a bright spot for the future direction of the subject. There

are several computational programs which provide a good estimate of the jet aerodynamics as

well as reasonable shock capturing capabilities. A substantial amount of computational efforts is

being emphasized at NASA Lewis to predict the supersonic jet flow field for comparison with

available experimental data. With a better understanding of the shock aerodynamics it appears
that some of the important questions raised in this survey will be clarified.
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.TABLE 1.--RECOMMENDEDSPECTRUMFOR

SHOCKNOISE

[Stone,Ref. 16.]
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